
2023 AB/BC-4 Chuck Garner, Rockdale Magnet School1

Problem Overview2

The student was given a graph of the derivative of a function f on the interval [−2, 8]. The student was also3

given that f (2) = 1. The graph of f ′ is shown below, and consists of two line segments and a semicircle.4
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The graph of f ′.5

Part a6

Students were asked to determine whether f has a relative minimum, maximum, or neither at the point7

where x = 6, and to give a reason.8

Part b9

Students were asked to determine the intervals where f is concave down, and to give a reason.10

Part c11

Students were asked to evaluate lim
x→2

6f (x) − 3x

x2 − 5x + 6
, and to justify the answer.12

Part d13

Students were asked to find the absolute minimum value of f on [−2, 8], and to justify the answer.14
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Comments on Student Responses and Scoring Guidelines15

Part a16

This part of the question could earn the student only a single point. To earn this point, the student had17

to indicate that there was neither a maximum nor a minimum at x = 6 because f ′ did not change sign at18

x = 6. This could be indicated in multiple ways: the student could say that f ′ did not change from positive19

to negative or from negative to positive, or that f ′ is positive on the intervals (4, 6) and (6, 8). Since the20

graph given was f ′, the student could write “the graph” or “the derivative” instead of f ′. However, if the21

student referenced “it” (as in “it doesn’t change sign”) or referenced “the slope” or referenced the behavior22

of f , the student did not earn the point.23

Part b24

This part of the question could earn the student two points. The first point is earned by reporting the correct25

intervals of (−2, 0) and (4, 6). No other response earned this point. However, if the student presented one26

of the two intervals – either (−2, 0) or (4, 6) – and no other incorrect intervals, the student did not earn this27

point but remained eligible to earn the second point.28

The second point was earned provided the student listed both correct intervals, or exactly one of the correct29

intervals and no other incorrect intervals. To earn this second point, the student must have referenced the30

behavior of f ′, not f ′′ (which was not given). The expected response that earned the point indicated that31

f ′ is decreasing on these intervals. Since the students were given the graph of f ′, the student could write32

“the slope of the graph” or “the slope of f ′” but could not reference f ′′ without connecting f ′′ to the graph33

given. If the student referenced f ′′ without this connection, the student did not earn the point.34

If the student listed any incorrect intervals (even in the presence of one or both correct intervals), neither35

of the two points were earned.36

Part c37

Three points are available to the student in part (c). To earn the first point, the student had to show that the38

limits of the numerator and denominator are zero separately:39

lim
x→2

(6f (x) − 3x) = 0 and lim
x→2

(x2 − 5x + 6) = 0.40

This could be indicated with arrows (“←→ 0”) as long as the numerator was separated from the denominator.41

The second point was earned if the student correctly exhibited use of L’Hôpital’s rule by writing a limit of42

the ratio of the derivatives of the numerator and denominator. Readers needed to see the limit attached to43

the ratio of 6f ′(x) − 3 and 2x − 5 as in44

lim
x→2

6f ′(x) − 3

2x − 5
.45
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At least one of the derivatives in this ratio must be correct to earn the point. The ratio of derivatives without46

a limit attached, or two incorrect derivatives, did not earn the second point.47

The third point was earned if the student computed the correct answer, 3, with supporting work. The48

supporting work could include work that did not earn either of the first two points, such as a ratio of correct49

derivatives with no limit attached.50

Part d51

In the last part of this problem, three points were available: one point for showing evidence of considering52

f ′(x) = 0, one point for the the so-called “candidate’s test”, and one point for the answer.53

Earning the first point was easy. The student simply had to indicate that they considered f ′(x) = 0 by54

writing “f ′(x) = 0”, by writing “f ′(2) = 0”, by writing “the critical points are x = −1, 2, 6”, or by saying55

that f ′ changed sign at x = −1 or at x = 2.56

The second point was more difficult for students to earn. Students had to present an argument that ruled57

out x = −1 and x = 6 as possible locations of absolute minima, and an argument that explained why the58

absolute minimum was not at the endpoints x = −2 and x = 8. The easiest way to do this was to compute59

the values of f at each of these five points, and show that f (2) is the smallest:60

x f (x)

−2 3

−1 4

2 1

6 7 − �

8 11 − 2�

61

However, another approach involved students arguing that other points were not minima. Students could62

argue that x = −1 gave a local maximum by writing f ′ > 0 for x < −1 and f ′ < 0 for −1 < x < 2.63

Students could rule out x = 6 as an extrema by referencing the work in part (a). Students could also show64

that f (−2) > f (2) and f (8) > f (2) using an area or derivative argument.65

If the student did not rule out x = −1 as giving a possible minimum, the student did not earn this point66

and was not eligible for the answer point. If the student did not rule out x = 6, the student did not earn this67

point but remained eligible for the answer point. If the student used a table of function values (as in the68

candidate’s test), then one incorrect value did not earn the student this point, but they remained eligible for69

the answer point. More than one mistake in computing function values did not earn the student this point70

or the answer point.71

The last point was for stating the correct minimum value of f , which was 1. The student must have earned72

at least one of the first two points to be eligible to earn this point (except in the case of not ruling out x = −173

or two or more incorrect function values). However, the student had to explicitly state the value 1. The74

minimum value could not be contained in an ordered pair or presented as f (2) since the problem explicitly75

asked for a value.76
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Observations and Recommendations for Teachers77

(1) Students should read the problem. Many students interpreted the given graph of f ′ as a graph of f .78

This rendered any work they did incorrect and they did not earn any points.79

(2) Students should justify answers based only on the information given. Students went from the graph of80

f ′ into immediately talking about f or f ′′ without connecting f or f ′′ back to the given information. The81

student who did not make the connection to the given information did not earn points.82

(3) Students should stop writing. Many students talked themselves out of points by writing a long paragraph83

which usually contained correct answers worth some points, but the student continued writing and in doing84

so, wrote things that were contradictory, incorrect, or false. This resulted in penalizing the student by taking85

away some of their earned points. A good rule of thumb to tell students is this: If you are writing more86

than a sentence, you are doing it wrong!87

(4) Here are some some things students should avoid writing in problems like part (a). Many students88

wrote something like the following.89

“x = 6 is neither because f ′ is positive for x < 6 and x > 6.”90

“x = 6 is neither because f ′ is positive on both sides of x = 6.”91

“x = 6 is neither because f ′ is positive to the left and the right of x = 6.”92

“x = 6 is neither because f ′ is positive before and after x = 6.”93

What about the interval [−1, 2] where f ′ is negative? These student responses are false statements and94

none of these earned the point. Another false statement by students that did not earn the point was95

“x = 6 is neither because f ′ is positive on the interval (4, 8).”96

Unfortunately, f ′(6) is not positive; f ′(6) is zero. A few students said that f ′ was nonnegative on (4, 8)97

and that earned the point. However, these responses did not earn the point:98

“x = 6 is neither because f is increasing on the interval (4, 8).”99

“x = 6 is neither because f has an inflection point at x = 6.”100

How does the student know these? They know it because f ′ is positive on (4, 6) and on (6, 8), and f ′(6) = 0101

– which is what they should have said, and saying that earned the point! The student should connect f to102

f ′ and in doing so, talk about f ′, not f . Connecting this is made worse by ambiguity. Many responses in103

part (a) were104

“Neither at x = 6 because it does not change sign.”105
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The word “it” is too ambiguous and this did not earn the point.106

(5) Here are some things students should avoid writing in problems like part (b). Many students wrote107

something like the following in justifying the intervals of concavity.108

“This is where the slope is decreasing.”109

What is meant by “slope”? Since the graph is f ′, is the student talking about the graph which is the “slope”110

of f , or is the student talking about the slope of the given graph? This is too ambiguous and did not earn111

the point. Here’s another example.112

“This is where f ′′ is negative.”113

While true, the student did not connect this back to the given graph of f ′ and so this did not earn the point.114

And speaking of connecting back to the given information, student responses such as the following only115

earned the first of the two points available in part (b).116

“f is concave up on (−2, 0) and (4, 6) because117

if f ′ is decreasing on an interval, then f is concave up there.”118

This only earned the point for the correct intervals and not the point for the justification because the student119

did not explicitly connect the stated property to the given information. The presence in student work of an120

if-then statement is read as the statement of a theorem (or as a recipe for doing the problem but not actually121

answering the question) unless the student connects the statement to the given information. Consider the122

following response and compare it to the previous one.123

“If f ′ is decreasing on an interval, then f is concave up on that interval.124

f ′ is decreasing on (−2, 0) and (4, 6) so f is concave up there.”125

This response earns both points in part (b). Indeed the first sentence is entirely unnecessary to earn both126

points. At no time are students required or asked to write if-then statements.127

(6) Students should be familiar with and use mathematical terminology. In part (b), some students claimed128

that f is never concave down on any open interval because f has no open intervals. I can only assume that129

since f was defined on [−2, 8], these students thought that since f is only defined on a closed interval, one130

cannot use open intervals to describe portions of f .131

(7) In part (c), the student had to carefully handle the the limits of the numerator and denominator. These132

needed to be shown as separate limits, with limit notation. That is, writing133

lim
x→2

6f (x) − 3x

x2 − 5x + 6

0

0134
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did not earn the point. Likewise, writing135

lim
x→2

6f (x) − 3x

x2 − 5x + 6
=

0

0
136

or linking 0∕0 to any simplified or evaluated version of this limit with an equals sign did not earn this137

point. Some students linked the given limit with “= 0∕0” and then presented separate limits. Those138

students earned the first point but did not earn the answer point, being penalized for bad communication.139

(8) Students should stop doing arithmetic. Many correct limits of the ratio of derivatives in part (c) did not140

earn the answer point because of bad arithmetic. This Reader saw many examples of students simplifying141

4 − 5 to 1 rather than −1. Students should be repeatedly instructed that unsimplified correct answers earn142

the point.143

(9) Students should stop doing unecessary algebra. Many students noticed that the denominator of the limit144

in part (c) was factorable. Students then attempted to factor the numerator to hopefully cancel out a factor.145

Of course, this did not lead to the correct answer and resulted in many students simply concluding that the146

limit does not exist. However, some students attempted to be clever: they used the fact that f (2) = 1 to147

make the numerator 6f (2)−3x = 6−3x = −3(x−2). In doing this the factors of x−2 cancelled, leaving148

lim
x→2

−3

x − 3
.149

Students then substituted x = 2 in order to evaluate the limit and obtained the “correct” answer, 3. Of150

course, this method is incorrect and earned no points.151

On the other hand, a few students realized that the graph of f ′ is f ′(x) = x−2 on the interval [0, 4] and so152

used the antiderivative of f ′(x) = x−2 in the limit. They then obtained the correct answer without having153

to resort to L’Hôpital. The antiderivative is
1

2
x2 − 2x + C , and using f (2) = 1 gives f (x) =

1

2
x2 − 2x + 3154

on [0, 4]. Then155

lim
x→2

6f (x) − 3x

x2 − 5x + 6
= lim

x→2

3x2 − 15x + 18

x2 − 5x + 6
= lim

x→2

3(x2 − 5x + 6)

x2 − 5x + 6
= 3.156

While this solution was not common (perhaps 5 responses out of 350,000), it did earn all 3 points. Correct157

mathematics leading to the correct answer is always acceptable on the AP Exam.158

(10) In part (c), students presented bad derivatives of 6f (x)−3x. We saw students dropping the coefficient159

6 and apparently believing that the derivative of 3x is 0. More egregious were student errors in writing the160

derivative of 6f (x) as 6, or even 0. Luckily, to earn the second point in part (c), only one correct derivative161

was required, but such mistakes rendered the answer point unearned. Students should have practice finding162

the derivatives of functions in function notation.163

(11) Students should avoid writing too much. Students used words like “velocity” and “acceleration” in164

place of f ′ and f ′′. Any justifications using these words were not accepted as students were not given a165

position or velocity function. Students tried to justify that f (2) = 1 is the absolute minimum using many166

different kinds of verbal arguments, but any kind of verbal argument had to be stated very carefully. This167

Reader did not see any such verbal argument in part (d) earn more than the first point. Students need to168

justify answers using mathematical reasoning.169
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